
LUCKY DEVIL

March 31st action against 
Workfare in LincoLn

On Saturday 31st March, LUC activists took 
part in picketing workfare providers in Lin-
coln in conjunction with the National Day 
of Action Against Workfare called by the 
Solidarity Federation.
We assembled with other activists at the 
Stonebow at 1pm, flags and homemade 
placards in hand, before setting off to the 
first target, Holland & Barrett.
We quickly set up right outside the shop, 
with two activists on either end of the LUC 
banner in front of the window and others 
spread around the shop entrance with flags 
and placards, and began making noise and 
handing out leaflets, to the great annoy-
ance of the manager.
After a bit of harassment from the police, 
we decided to move onto our next target, 
Primark. We again set up outside the shop 
and carried on making noise and distribut-
ing leaflets.

From there, we moved on up the High 
Street to Poundland where we had one 
person join our picket for a while and 
another refuse to cross the picket to go into 
the shop.
After a while, we returned to Holland & Bar-
rett. One activist had a long and ultimately 
fruitless conversation with the manager, 
who said she would be informing head of-
fice of our picket. Little did she realise that 
this is exactly the kind of thing we were 
aiming for. Given the other coordinated 
actions across the country, if head office 
receive similar reports from other branches, 
they are likely to pull out of workfare 
schemes to avoid such actions in future. 
Direct action gets the goods!
All in all, the day’s actions were fairly suc-
cessful, although not well attended. Whilst 
we had enough people for the action to 
be effective, greater numbers would have 
been more useful, especially in the face of 
police intimidation.
See our website for a full report.

Lincoln Underground 
Collective: 
The Lucky Devils
LUC is a grassroots 
activist group which 
works to promote 
anarchist ideas & 
methods in the Lincoln 
area. Its members hold 
a range of anarchist & 
left-libertarian politi-
cal views, opposing all 
coercive authority & 
working without hierar-
chy. LUC publishes the 
Lucky Devil newsletter 
because we want to tell 
you what is going on 
from our perspective, 
what we do as [anti-]
political activists & give 
a little insight into what 
anarchy & anarchism re-
ally mean. TLD contains 
reports from personal 
experience, commen-
tary on news & current 
affairs, regular columns 
on anarchy-related 
subjects & notifications 
of recent or upcoming 
events in the anarchist 
calendar.
Email: 
TLD-News@riseup.net
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the struggLe 
against Workfare
The Con-Dem coalition has appeared to 
back down on the threat to Job Seekers 
Allowance after the uproar of the forced 
labour scheme Workfare. 
However, Workfare is a catch-all term that 
refers to a range of state sponsored wage-
less work schemes. The fact remains that 
Workfare is just one of five work schemes 
which are still sanctioned. The largest 
scheme ‘Work Program’ can see benefits lost 
for up to six months.
Workfare is a real blow to the working class, 
experience stacking shelves and sweep-
ing floors offers no help finding a job and 
taxpayers are levied with the bill of the 
hugely expensive schemes. Already the 
government subsidises poverty wages with 
benefits and tax credits. The only thing 
cheap labour is useful for is making a mas-
sive profit.
As the pool of job seekers grows compa-
nies will be able to reduce workers wages 

or even replace 
them with peo-
ple they don’t 
have to pay. 
Minimum wage 
may struggle to 
survive under 
this pressure.
The fight back 
against the 
corporate and 
government at-
tack is really on. 
Actions across 
the country have erupted in the past month 
and show no signs of letting up. These have 
focused on hitting them where it hurts; the 
pocket. Slimy corporations spend millions a 
year on their brand image, so when a store 
manager phones up head office with sales 
and image battered their heads turn.
Lincoln has seen protests outside Holland & 
Barrett, Primark and other workfare provid-
ers on the 3rd and 31st of March. We can’t 
underestimate the effect we have even in 
our little city when we hit corporate profits.



Luc At the 14th MArch 
student wALkout
LUC took part in the Student Walkout & teach-in on 
14th March. The teach-in was temporarily moved to 
a barely visible & anti-democratic lecture theatre, 
designed for one-way information. We encourage 
members of SSL to organise for greatest democracy, 
resisting individual authority.
LUC’s workshop was well-received but the point 
wasn’t clear; exploring autonomous education in 
Lincoln, but spent too long debating technicalities & 
found it hard to establish a democratic situation.
ULSU, except a few committed activists, resisted mo-
bilising & promoting. The NUS’  “we won’t go quietly” 
rhetoric suggests we’ve already lost, but privatisa-
tion continues & one huge fee rise is only the start. 
Some promoted the 28th March strike action, 
but PCS retracted the strike, a dismal example to 
student activists. When union bureaucrats block 
action, they show we don’t need them to organise; 
an independent body with the will to fight for the 
education they deserve can do things no bureau-
cracy can - mass action is an effective weapon.
LUC is committed to the education struggle & 
fights for everyone to fulfil their potential in an 
egalitarian, libertarian society. Capitalism & authori-
tarianism mean education can’t be ‘free.’ Students 
have shown interest since & there is room for 
independent action within the Uni; LUC will hold a 
follow-up discussion in the coming weeks.

M31 - europeAn dAy oF 
Action AgAinst cApitALisM
March 31st 2012 saw demonstrations, pickets, inter-
ventions and direct action against capitalism in cities 
all over Europe. The event was called by a collective of 
anarchist, left-libertarian and grassroots groups across 
the continent in response to the ever-worsening crisis 
we find ourselves facing as a direct result of the global 
capitalist system. The campaign aims to be the first 
step in a fight against the constraints of capitalism and 
its political institutions and seeks to unite the working 
class globally, rejecting nationalism and the constric-
tions of national borders.  Throughout Europe, we, the 
working class, are losing our services, our jobs and our 
homes whilst the privileged elite; the bankers, big busi-
ness executives and politicians are living in the lap of 
luxury at our expense. Here in the UK, the basic right to 
free healthcare we’ve enjoyed for over half a century is 
being clawed back by greedy profiteering politicians with 
a vested interest in making us pay for our own medical 
treatment. We are seeing wages frozen, jobs cut, unem-
ployment skyrocketing. Those reliant on benefits just to 

scrape by are being forced into unpaid work schemes for 
bloated companies like Tesco, to be used as free labour for 
rich bosses. The LUC followed the example of the Solidar-
ity Federation (SolFed) and pursued more picketing of 
workfare providers as part of the M31 campaign. See the 
article on the front page for a report on this action.

Official M31 website: march31.net

AnArchy 101: 
A regular series highlighting anarchist aims & methods.

Many organisations on the Left tend to substitute them-
selves for the working class as a whole. When they engage 
in campaigns it is for the purpose of increasing support 
for them, by recruiting more members or voters. This is 
partly the result of a world view that sees the working 
class as a passive mass waiting for direction. In this view, 
the masses can’t understand complex political ideas and 
are easily scared by anything remotely radical. It is there-
fore the task of the leaders to think for them.

The Left therefore seeks leadership position in the state 
and the unions. Russia and China are examples of how 
things can turn out when they succeed. The failures of 
the unions are plain to see, with union leaders calling 
off action or negotiating pay cuts for their members. For 
example, even with the majority of the membership in 
favour of strike action, the PCS executive recently called 
off action on March 28th.

Anarchists believe that people must be in control of their 
own struggles. Professional revolutionaries, no matter 
how well intentioned, can’t provide liberty. Ultimately 
their interests will always diverge from those they claim to 
represent, and the Left can never become more than the 
left-wing of capital.

V AnArchy 101: AnArchisM & ‘the 
LeFt’

A regular series highlighting anarchist aims & methods


